Right invariant metrics (ri-metrics) have several applications in the theory of rank correlation methods, For example, ranking models based on ri-metrics generalize Mallow's ranking models. We explore the relationship between right invariant metrics and measures of presortedness (mops). The latter have been used to evaluate the behavior of sorting algorithms on nearly-sorted inputs. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a measure of presortedness to be extended to a ri-metric; we characterize those ri-metrics that can be used as mops; and we show that those mops that are extendible to ri-metrics can be constructed from sets of sorting operations. Our results provide a paradigm for the construction of mops and ri-metrics.
Introduction
Right invariant metrics (ri-metrics) on permutations were introduced by Diaconis and Graham 131 as a formal concept that includes natural metrics on the set S,, of permutations of order n, and allows relabeling or reordering of the data. Intuitively, ri-metrics evaluate the distance between two permutations.
By normalizing these metrics, statisticians obtain nonparametric measures of association that have the properties of a rank correlation coefficient [16, p. 41. Fligner and Verducci [9] use ri-metrics to generalize Mallow's [19] ranking models. Right invariant metrics have applications in cryptography where they are used to build tests for random permutations [23] . Table 1 shows six ri-metrics appearing in the statistical literature.
Given a sequence X of elements from a total order, the sorting problem consists of rearranging the elements in X in ascending order. Computer scientists have been studying the behavior of sorting algorithms on nearly-sorted sequences for some time [ 1,2,4, 13, 17, 20, 21] . It is desirable to design sorting algorithms that require computational resources proportional to the amount of disorder in the input. Intuitively, nearly-sorted sequences should be sorted faster than arbitrary sequences. A measure of presortedness (mop) evaluates the existing disorder in a sequence, and usually gives an approximation to the number of operations of a certain (and sometimes very obscure) type that need to be performed to sort the sequence. In this paper, we explore the relationship between ri-metrics and mops. In Section 3 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a mop to be extended to a ri-metric. If a mop can be extended to a ri-metric, we say it is normal. We will show how this result applies to mops appearing in the computer science literature; see Table 2 . In Section 4 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a ri-metric to be used as a mop and in Section 5 we show that normal mops are constructed naturally by using sets of sorting transformations.
We use the following notation. Let X=(x1,x2, . . ..x.) be a sequence of length n from some linear order. We denote a subsequence of X by (xiclJ, x,(,,, . . . , Xi(,n)), where Table 1 Six ri-metrics from the statistical literature ri-metric Definition Exc(n, a) the minimum number of exchanges required to bring (x(l), ,.,, n(n)) into the order (fl(l),...,o(n)) GM% 0) n ~ number of positions i where the sequence (n. C'(l), _.. , n. a-'(i)) has an element larger than an element in the sequence (n. cm'(ii 1). ,_. , TZ. a-'(n))
Ham(n, a) the number of positions where the sequences (n(l), . . ..n(n)) and (a(l), . . ..a(~?)) differ Inv(n, a) the minimum number of pairwise adjacent transpositions required to bring (~I'(1),~['(2),...,n-'(n)) into the order (cr~'(l),a~'(2),...,a~'(n)) l'rr,uI/, max',,,,,
"'~, pr 1 (p= 1 is the metric associated with Spearman's footrule) 
Max(X)
Osc(X)
Rem(X)
Definition maximum distance determined by an inversion minimum number of exchanges required to sort X number of elements in X that are not in their sorted position number of inversions in X maximum distance an element in X must travel to find its sorted position Levcopoulos and Peterson Oscillation measure [18] minimum number of elements that must be removed from X to obtain a sorted subsequence
Runs(X)
number of ascending runs in X less one i:{1,2 )...) m}+{1,2 )..., n} is injective and monotonically increasing.
We denote the empty sequence by ( ). Let X= (x,, . . . ,x,,) and Y = ( yl, . . . , y,> be two sequences; then their catenation XY is defined to be (x,, . . . ,x~, y,, . . . , y,>. We use S, to denote the group of permutations of { 1,2, . . . , n} and id to denote the identity permutation in S, . The product of two permutations rc, o E S, is denoted by IC * CJ and defined by rr. o(i) = n(a(i)).
If rr E S,, then (rc) denotes the sequence (n(l), 7r(2), . . . , n(n)>. For a sequence X, IX 1 denotes its length, and for a set I, llIil denotes its cardinality. 
Definitions and examples

Statisticians
for all n,o,r~~S,,.
We say that {d,,}neN is a ri-metric if c= 1. We will omit the subscript of d,, when this is clear from the context. Kendall's r, the most popular coefficient of correlation, is defined as r = 1 -4 Inv(a, ~)/n(n -l), where Znv(n, a) is defined in Table 1 . Fligner and Verducci [9] have studied ranking models based on Cayley's measure and the Hamming distance. In Table 1 Mehlhorn [21] and Guibas et al. [12] have studied sorting algorithms and data structures that perform optimally on presorted inputs and used Znv as a measure of presortedness; see has Runs(X) = 6. Mannila [20] has shown that Natural Merge Sort is optimal with respect to Runs. The study of lower bounds for parallel sorting algorithms led to the concepts of p-sortedness and to the Par measure [6, 14] 
We note the following technical result about ri-metrics.
Lemma 2.3. If d is a ri-pseudo-metric, then d(id, TC) = d(K', id) = d(id, 7c-I);
for Y), 
Given a metric d, we define Md by MJX) = d(id, Perrn [Xl).
Note that Md satisfies conditions (1) and (2) for a measure of presortedness. All the ri-metrics introduced above give corresponding mops. For example, mv(X) =
Mops as ri-metrics
We now give necessary and sufficient conditions for a mop to be extended to a ri-metric.
We will require two technical results. 
a+b is a ri-pseudo-metric.
Proof. We need only verify condition (3) of Definition 2.1, since conditions (l), (2) and (4) follow immediately. Now,
The following corollary follows immediately from Lemma 3.1.
Corollary 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, if max(a, 6) IS 1, then dM is a ri-metric.
In the next definition we describe those mops that are extendible to ri-metrics.
Definition 3.3. Let M be a mop. We say that A4 is normal if and only if,
(1) M(X) = 0 implies X is sorted,
(2) for all n EN, and for all rc~$, M((z)) =M((CI)), and (3) for all neN, and for all rc,o~S,,, M((a* z))<M((a))+M((rr)).
Normal mops are well-behaved measures in the following sense. If we are told that there is no disorder in a sequence, then it is because the sequence is sorted. By applying a permutation cr to a sorted sequence and then applying another permutation r, we can produce only as much disorder as the disorder produced by each of the permutations o and t. Since we need to apply only 71-i to sort a permutation 7t, and we need to apply only rc to sort z-l, the disorder in a~ should be the same as the disorder in 71-l. We now show that the conditions in Definition 3.3 are independent.
( 
mO is a mop that satisfies conditions (2) and (3); however, it does not satisfy condition (1).
Pmn[X](i)>l
The mop kt+ satisfies conditions (1) and (3) but it does not satisfy condition (2). For example, if (rc1)=(2,3,5,4,8,6,7,1), then (71;')=(8,1,2,4,3,6,7,5) and M+((n,))=(l+ 1+2 1'2+31'2)/2 but M+((n;1))=71'2/2.
Using Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 3.2 we obtain the following characterization result.
Theorem 3.4. Let M be a mop. Let d,,,,(x, a) = (M((~c. 0-l >) + M((a. n-')))/2. dM is a ri-metric such that d,(id, 71) = M((x)) if and only if M is normal.
Examples of this result are given in the following lemma. 
[Rem((a. n)) 5 Rem((a)) + Rem((n)).] Let Las(X)
be
.+ <a(k,).
Therefore,
Las((a.rt))z IKl L 11) -IJcI =Las((n))-Rem((a))
as claimed.
[Rem((n>) = Rem((n-')).I ;rc and 7c-' have Young tableaux with the same shape [17, Section 5.1.41 and Las((n)) is the length of the first row in the Young tableaux for 71. 0
We conclude that, dKern(id, a) = Rem((a>) and this corresponds to the ri-metric implicitly defined by Gordon [lo] .
We now discuss other mops appearing in the computer science literature. Osc and Dst are not normal since there are unsorted sequences X such that Osc(X)= Dst(X)=O. We only state the following result which is easily proved.
Lemma 3.6. Par((a. 71))s Par((a)) + 2 Par-((n)) and this bound is tight.
Therefore, Par is a mop that gives a ri-pseudo-metric but does not give a ri-metric.
Runs is a mop; however, there are no constants a, bz0 such that, for all permutations rc and cr,
Runs((n. a>)~a Runs((n))+b Runs((a))
as the following example shows. Let n =p(k + 1) and define
V. Eslivill-Castro el al and then,
For example, if p= 3 and k= 5, we obtain the example sequences (Q) and (a,) presented above; see equations (1) and (2). The reader may verify that
Run.s((~)) = k, Runs((a>) =p -1 and Runs((n . CT)) = pk.
Letting p = Llog nj, equation (3) would imply that there are constants a, 6>0 such that n -log n i a((n/log n) -1) + b(log n -l), for all n, which is a contradiction.
Similarly, it can be shown that Em is not a normal mop.
Ri-metrics as mops
Conversely to Theorem 3.4, we want to characterize those ri-metrics that naturally provide a mop. We call these ri-metrics regular. We say that two permutations 77,~ E S,, agree on LI set IC ( 1,. . . , n} (denoted TI =f 0) if i E I implies n(i) = a(i). The relation =, is an equivalence relation. We recall that I" denotes {I,...,rz}-Z.
If Iis a set of indexes, I=(i,<iz<...<i,}CIl,...,n}, we denote by Sub,(X) the subsequence (Xi,,Xi,, . . . ,x,\) of elements in X with indexes in 1.
The following results confirm that in a regular ri-metric the d, are related. They show that if two permutations agree on several entries, their distance depends heavily on the distance between the disagreeing entries.
Lemma 4.2. If {c/,,},,~ tv is a regular ri-metric, then, for all n EN, IC { 1, . . , n}, n, rJ E s,, > and TI =[ o irnplies d,,(z,o)zd,,_ I (Pen?7[Sub,~((n))],Per/n[Szrb,~((cT))]).
In order to prove this result we present the following proposition. Although the proof of the proposition is not immediate [5], we omit it, confident that the reader can supply it. 
(4) Perm [SU~,~,,~(( TI. o-'>)I =Perm[S~b,~((rr))]~ Perm[Sub,(,)~((a-'))I.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let {d,,}ncN be a regular ri-metric. The plan of the proof is as follows. First, we use the fact that {dn}nEN is a ri-metric to write d, (z,o) as d,(id, z. a-') which is Md((n + 6')).
Since 
. , n}, TC, 0 E S,, and rt =[ cr. Since { d,,}ncN is a ri-metric, dn(o, n) = d,,(id,ir.a-')=M,((~.~"-l)).
Let r=rr.a-'. Let J= o(l)' and write the elements of J as {j,<j,<...~j~} where s=n-Ill. Let X=(s(j,),...,r(j,>>=Sub,((r)); clearly, X is a subsequence of (5). Since Md is a mop, Md((~))zMJX). Now, {dnl,,c,v is a ri-metric, using statements (2) and (4) in Proposition 4.3 and since cr is a bijection, we obtain
d,(Tc,o) = M,((s))>d,(id,Perm[X]) = d,(id, Perm[Sub,,,,L((x. up'>)]) = d,(id, Perm[SublL((n))]. Perm[Sub,c,,L((a~l))]) = d,(id, Perm[Sub,L((n))] . (Perm[Sublc((o))])-') = ds(Perm[Sublc((Ir))], Perm[Subp((cs))]). 0
The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for regularity. In a regular ri-metric, the axioms in Definition 2.2 translate to conditions that strongly relate the d,. Statements (1) and (2) 
,(n,a)=M,((z.o-I)).
Let j=a(l). Since Md is a mop,
= d,_ '(Perm[Sub(,)~((rr))], Perm[Sub(,lL((o))]) + n.
Conversely, let {dn}nEN be a ri-metric that satisfies (l)-(3) above. We must show {dn)ncN is regular. Each condition will correspond to an axiom in Definition 2.2.
It is almost direct to verify that Md= dlxl (id, Perm [Xl) is a mop, however, some care must be taken. We leave the details to the reader. 0
Constructing normal mops
Sorting can be regarded as a particular case of the following problem. Given a set of valid operations that act on sequences, we are asked to transform an input sequence to a specific target sequence. Sequences that require fewer operations are closer to the target sequence. In the context of sorting we say that they are nearly sorted.
A natural measure of the difficulty of the transformation is the minimum number of operations required to perform the transformation.
This measure should be symmetric, that is, the number of operations required to transform the input into the target should be the same as to generate the input from the target. In the context of sorting, if we have a sorted file, and we perform a small number of operations on it, the resulting file must be nearly sorted. In this section we present results that show that normal mops can be constructed in this way. Consider a permutation rcEES,. Wecan apply rr to a sequenceX=(x,,...,x,) to giveX,=(x,(t),...,x,(,,). This captures in a general setting a rearrangement of the elements of X. We are interested in applying sequences of permutations to X so as to sort X. For nz 1, let IV,, C S, be a set of legal sorting transformations on sequences of length n and let 
W,
such that the difficulty of sorting any sequence is the same as the difficulty of generating it with the given set of operations, we obtain a normal mop, and therefore a ri-metric. Conversely, if we are given a normal mop, we can almost always identify a set of operations that defines the mop up to ranking. More precisely, let A4 be a mop and denote the rank function of M by rk, and define it by rk,&V = II CM(rr)) I XES, and M((n))<M(X)}jl.
The function rk,U scales the mop to nonnegative integers preserving the property that it evaluates to zero on sorted sequences.
Moreover, rkiLI also preserves the algorithmic properties of M since the "below" sets are the same [5] . 
By axiom (4),
But, by axiom (2),
By axiom (2), A4 depends on only the relative order of the elements; thus,
M((Perm[Y']))=M(Y').
We conclude that M(X')=M(Y')<M(Y)IM(X). Neither can assumption (b) be removed. For example Max is a normal measure of presortedness that satisfies assumption (a); however, if n = 4, then w, = { 5, = (2 l), 52 = (4 3), 73 = (3 2), T4 = (2 1)(3 4)).
Letting (a) = (2,4,1,3), we observe that Max((a. r,))~Max((a)) for all S;E W,.
Thus, Max does not satisfy (b). Moreover, the conclusion of the theorem does not hold, in particular Max(X) = rk,,(X) #Max&X) = Maxw(X).
Concluding remarks
The 
M(X)crK.Znv(X).
This implies, for example, that any sorting algorithm that is sensitive to M (the smaller the value of M the less time is spent by the sorting algorithm) is also sensitive with respect to Znu. Although
Inv plays an important role among ri-metrics and mops, its relevance is not fully understood.
Note that Inv is defined by a set of operations that includes exactly all transpositions of adjacent elements. Lemma 5.5 shows that Znv is the normal mop (ri-metric) most sensitive to disorder. The popularity of Kendall's T is due to the fact that Znv is asymptotically normally distributed with known mean and variance for each n. Our results show that normal mops (ri-metrics and coefficients of correlation) can be constructed in a similar way. From the practical point of view, the characteristics of the distributions of the rimetrics provided by Theorem 3.4 must be described analytically or by a tabulation of their values. Analytical results may be difficult, as suggested by Ulam's problem (computing the limiting behavior of the expected value of Rem). At least, it is desirable to characterize those ri-metrics that decompose into a sum of independent uniform distributions or other well-known distributions. Finally, if we want to test correlation or agreement of more than two rankings (because the objects are ranked independently by boards of judges), the corresponding techniques must be developed [7-91. 
